Abstract. Electron distributions in the magnetosheath display a number of far from equilibrium features. It has been suggested that one factor influencing these distributions may be the large distances separating locations at which electrons with different energies and pitch angles must cross the bowshock in order to reach a given point in the magnetosheath. The overall heating requirements at these distant locations depends strongly on the shock geometry. In the absence of collisions or other isotropization processes this suggests that the convolution of electrons arriving from different locations should give rise to asymmetries in the distribution functions. Moreover, such cross-talk could influence the relative electron to ion heating, rendering the shock heating problem intrinsically non-local in contrast to classic shock physics. Here, we study electron distributions measured simultaneously by the Plasma Electron and Current Experiment (PEACE) on board the Cluster spacecraft and the Electrostatic Analyser (ESA) on board THEMIS b during a time interval in which both the Cluster spacecraft and THEMIS b are in the magnetosheath, close to the bowshock, and during which the local magnetic field orientation makes it likely that electron trajectories may connect both spacecraft. We find that the relevant portions of the velocity distributions of such electrons measured by each spacecraft display remarkable similarities. We map trajectories of electrons arriving at each spacecraft back to the locations at which they crossed the bowshock, as a function of pitch angle and energy. We then use the Rankine-Hugoniot relations to estimate the heating of electrons and compare this with temperature asymmetries actually observed. We conclude that the electron distributions and temperatures in the magnetosheath depend heavily on non-local shock properties.
Introduction
The supersonic solar wind is interrupted upstream of the Earth at the bowshock, where the plasma's flow is slowed, heated and deflected about the magnetopause, which separates the solar and terrestrial magnetic fields. At the bowshock the change in temperature, bulk velocity, magnetic field, and density agree to some extent with the RankineHugoniot relations (de Hoffmann and Teller, 1950; Kivelson and Russell, 1995) . These, however, suffer from a number of inadequacies, including the inability to treat separately electron and ion species, and the assumption of isotropic heating. Furthermore, kinetic effects are ignored, and the adiabatic equation of state is assumed: that is pressure P and density ρ are related by P ∝ ρ γ , where γ = 5/3 for a monatomic gas. Numerous attempts have been made to study these shortfalls and provide observational and theoretical insights (Feldman et al., 1983; Kennel et al., 1985; Scudder et al., 1986a,b,c; Lembège et al., 2004) .
Properties within the magnetosheath are known to be influenced by conditions upstream at the bowshock (Němeček et al., 2000; Longmore et al., 2005) . In this paper we will investigate the impact of the global, curved nature of the bow shock on the shock-related electron heating and dynamics. This builds on suggestions based on observations of magnetosheath electron distributions (Paschmann et al., 1980; Feldman et al., 1983; Masood and Schwartz, 2008 ) that the electron heating is influenced by intrinsically global processes.
The magnetosheath which lies between the bowshock and the magnetopause exhibits electron velocity distributions that are typically far from Maxwellian. Feldman et al. (1983) showed that these distributions are characterised by flattopped shape and temperature anisotropy. Numerous mechanisms at the bowshock may contribute to electron heating such as acceleration by the cross shock potential (Goodrich Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union. and Scudder, 1984; Scudder et al., 1986a,c) , wave turbulence (Galeev, 1976) , various micro-instabilities (Wu et al., 1984) , and scattering of electron trajectories in static electromagnetic fields (Balikhin et al., 1993) . Detailed studies of these mechanisms exist (Savoini and Lembege, 1994; Gedalin and Griv, 1999; Hull et al., 2001; Lembège et al., 2003) . Furthermore, having crossed the bowshock, distributions may continue to evolve as electrons travel deeper into the magnetosheath, in particular showing a growing temperature anisotropy (Masood and Schwartz, 2008) due in part to unexplained increases in average perpendicular temperature. Large scale magnetosheath properties have long been suspected of influencing electron distributions (Feldman et al., 1983) . Electrons travel along magnetic field lines which meet the bowshock at locations which may be separated by large distances, where the shock conditions are different. Travel along magnetic field lines may have a number of effects on electron distributions. Feldman et al. (1983) suggested that the increasing separation of two points connecting the bowshock with the magnetic field may lead to cooling of electrons trapped in the magnetosheath by the electrostatic potential barriers at the bowshock. Masood and Schwartz (2008) suggested that the decrease in field-aligned suprathermal electrons could occur as electrons follow the magnetic field line and escape back into the solar wind. Furthermore, the whistler anisotropy instability may effect the evolution of electron distributions as they move deeper into the shock (Gary et al., 2005) .
In this paper electron trajectories are mapped from the bowshock to both the Cluster and THEMIS spacecraft. For the first time, we show that features in the electron distribution such as asymmetries about the pitch angle α = 90 • can successfully be explained by comparing these with the total (ions plus electrons) heating predicted by the RankineHugoniot relations at crossing locations. Distributions of electrons whose trajectories pass through (or close by) both spacecraft are also compared. Section 2 discusses the data sets (Sect. 2.1), gives a brief introduction to the RankineHugoniot problem (Sect. 2.2), and discusses the mechanism. Results are given in Sect. 3 where electron bowshock crossing locations are mapped. Distributions of electrons whose trajectories connecting both spacecraft are studied in Sect. 3.2, Rankine-Hugoniot predictions of total heating at bowshock crossing locations are related to distribution asymmetries in Sect. 3.3. Concluding remarks are given in Sect. 4.
Background
In this section we present a brief background. Section 2.1 discusses the data sets, while Sect. 2.2 contains a review of the Rankine-Hugoniot problem. The latter subsection also reviews the method used for determining electron trajectories.
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Data sets
This paper compares simultaneous observations from both the Cluster and THEMIS spacecraft. The data sets come from the time interval 21:00 to 22:00 UT on 4 May 2008. Figure 1 shows parameters measured by the spacecraft during this interval, along with shock parameters estimated using data from the ACE spacecraft. During this period the Cluster 2 spacecraft and THEMIS b both perform an outward bound bowshock crossing. Note that due to the spacecraft position and motion of the bowshock, THEMIS b reenters the magnetosheath at approximately 21:34, and performs a second outbound crossing at around 21:45 UT. Figure 2 shows projections of the positions of Cluster 2 and THEMIS b in the GSE x-y plane [(9.8,−10.9,0.050 ) R E and (5.9,16.8,−7.3) R E , respectively, at 21:10 UT], along with nominal positions for the bowshock and magnetopause. The surfaces are calculated using the method described by Schwartz (1998) , using the parameters determined by Slavin and Holzer (1981) and Roelof and Sibeck (1993) , respectively.
Electron data from the Cluster spacecraft is provided by the PEACE (Plasma Electron and Current Experiment) instrument (Johnstone et al., 1997) . Each Cluster spacecraft contains two PEACE instruments giving a full 4π solid angle view each spin, with an energy range of 0.7 eV to 26 keV and time resolution of 4 s. Distributions plotted in this paper are corrected for the spacecraft potential, averaged over 5 spins (20 s) to improve distribution statistics, and re-binned over 13 pitch angles. PEACE calibrations yield moments accurate to ∼5 %, and counting statistics together with the standard deviation in 5-spin averages are insignificant. Therefore errors in phase-space distributions are smaller than the differences shown in the figures that follow. For a more detailed discussion of calibration see (Fazakerley et al., 2010) . Magnetic field measurements are made using the Cluster FGM (Fluxgate Magnetometer) (Balogh et al., 1997) .
The ESA (Electrostatic Analyser) (McFadden et al., 2008 ) is used to provide electron data from the THEMIS spacecraft. Each ESA instrument provides a full 4π solid angle view with each spacecraft rotation over an energy range of 1.6 eV to 25 keV. Electron data is gathered over 1 spacecraft spin period (3 s), has been corrected for spacecraft potential, and re-binned over 13 pitch angles. Comparison of THEMIS and Cluster electron phase space distributions in the solar wind show close agreement, with differences smaller than those displayed in the following figures. Magnetic field measurements are made using the THEMIS FGM (Auster et al., 2008) .
The upstream solar wind parameters used here are obtained from the ACE (Advanced Composition Explorer) spacecraft which sits in the solar wind upstream of the bowshock. Ion moments including mass density, flow velocity, and temperature are obtained from the SWEPAM ( Comas et al., 1998). The upstream magnetic field is determined using ACE's Magnetic Fields Experiment (Smith et al., 1998) . Of course, the time taken for plasma to propagate from one spacecraft to the next is not negligible. Therefore, to ensure that we are comparing similar conditions at each spacecraft we must take this propagation time into account. To find the appropriate time lag between these spacecraft we match features observed in the magnetic field traces. We find that ACE sees features in the magnetic field 2379 s prior to Cluster 2. Between Cluster 2 and THEMIS b there is a further delay of 22 s. As a result, data from Cluster 2 have been shifted forwards by 22 s. For example in Fig. 1 the Cluster 2 trace has been moved 22 s to the right. Likewise, data from ACE used to calculate θ Bn and M ms has been shifted 2391 s.
Rankine-Hugoniot relations
The Rankine-Hugoniot relations allow the fluid properties downstream from a shock (the total fluid mass density, bulk flow velocity, and thermal pressure, along with the magnetic field) to be determined given the upstream quantities. Many texts deal with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, for example Burgess (1995) . The problem is typically formulated in terms of the (upstream) Alfvén Mach number M A , θ Bn , which is the angle between the magnetic field B and the shock normaln, and the ratio β between the thermal and magnetic pressures. In this paper we are particularly interested in the downstream temperature
, where the subscript "D" denotes a downstream value, n is the number density, k B is the Boltzmann constant, and P is the thermal pressure, for which the Rankine-Hugoniot relations predict
Here, the subscript "U" denotes an upstream value, ρ is the mass density, V is the component of the bulk velocity parallel to the shock normal, v A and M A are the Alfvén speed and Mach number, respectively, and r = ρ D /ρ U . Although the Rankine-Hugoniot relations constrain the total fluid density, velocity and pressure (and hence temperature) downstream of the shock, they do not treat individual species, specifically ions species and electrons, separately. Hence the fraction of the total heating taken up by electrons is not determined by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations, and depends instead upon the details of the physical processes taking place at the shock. The ratio of electron heating to total heating T e / T tot is approximately proportional to the inverse of the Alfvén Mach number M A (Schwartz et al., 1988, Fig. 6a ). Approximating a straight line fit for the data in that figure gives
which may be used to predict empirically the electron heating. Typically, the fraction electron to total heating lies between 0.1 and 0.4 (Schwartz et al., 1988) .
Electron trajectories
Electron trajectories within the magnetosheath studied in this paper are determined using a number of simplifications. A schematic diagram to illustrate the method used is shown in Fig. 3 . First, we assume that the plasma seen by a spacecraft at position x sc has flowed in a straight line from some position on the bowshock to the spacecraft with a constant velocity V ms0 , (the magnetosheath flow velocity). We use ion data from the spacecraft to determine V ms0 and then cross-check for consistency with the Rankine-Hugoniot relations at the shock, given solar wind values from ACE. We therefore trace along the negative velocity direction until the bowshock is reached at position x sc − V ms0 t 0 , which defines the time t 0 taken by the parcel of plasma (and hence the field line) to reach the spacecraft. Changing position once again by adding V sw t 0 , where V sw is the solar wind velocity, takes us to a position x sc + (V sw − V ms0 )t 0 . This new point is the location that the magnetic field line would have lain had it been undisturbed by the solar wind (the dashed line in Fig. 3 ). Any point on this hypothetical field line can be reached by moving parallel to the solar wind magnetic field. For our purposes, we divided the hypothetical (dashed) line into N equally spaced points. From each of these points we move in the −V sw direction until the bowshock is reached at a distance of V sw t which defines t. Using the RankineHugoniot predictions, along with ACE observations to give the upstream conditions, we find the magnetosheath bulk velocity V ms and magnetic field B ms . Again we assume that the plasma moves with a constant velocity (and with unchanging B ms ) a distance V ms t away from the shock to the point x. This method allows us to find a locus of points x giving the approximate location of the field line, the magnetic field B(x), bulk velocity V ms (x), and the time t (x) elapsed since the parcel of plasma crossed the bowshock, at a series of points along the field line. For the portion of the magnetosheath relatively close to the bowshock this method gives a simple but effective means to approximate the field lines along which electrons traverse the magnetosheath.
We assume that electron gyrocenters move along field lines with a velocity v which varies such that the kinetic energy and first adiabatic invariant are conserved (thus taking into account of any magnetic mirroring). Motion perpendicular to the local magnetic field we assume to be due to E ×B drift, with a drift velocity v D = V ms − (B · V ms )B/B 2 . Curvature and ∇B drifts are small and therefore are neglected. The crossing point of an electron with energy E and pitch angle α can therefore be determined by moving backwards along the electron trajectories until the bowshock is reached. 
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Results
In this section we examine the electrons that arrive at the Cluster and THEMIS spacecraft in the magnetosheath. Before looking in detail at the electron distributions in Sects. 3.2 and 3.3 we first study the locations at which electrons with given energies and pitch angles must cross the bowshock in order to reach the spacecraft.
Bowshock crossing locations for electrons
The figures in this section that show spacecraft positions and electron trajectories are in the V × B plane defined as follows: the z-axis is parallel to the vector V × B and is normal to the plane. The x-direction is chosen such that the GSE xaxis lies in the x-z plane, and the y-axis is chosen to make the system right handed 16.7, 27.8, 46.4, 77.4, 129, 215.4 and 359.4 eV. Crossings for electrons with higher kinetic energy tend to be further from the spacecraft since these electrons have higher v in relation to the E × B drift. A typical value for the electron temperature in the magnetosheath is T e ∼ 8 × 10 5 K, which is equivalent to ∼70 eV. Thus, the spread of energies chosen here covers the thermal range well. with θ Bn = 84.3 • , M A = 6.7, and M ms = 5.8. As a result, electrons moving along magnetic field lines travel approximately parallel to the shock surface. Thus electrons arriving at THEMIS b with pitch angle α < 90 • , and those with α > 90 • lie in two different camps on the bowshock surface on either side of the spacecraft. For this particular geometry, we find electrons with v > 0 (α < 90 • ), lie very close to the bowshock nose where |V n |, and therefore M ms , are maximized. The Rankine-Hugoniot relations predict that the total heating in this region of the shock is at its largest (Fig. 5) . On the other hand, electrons with v < 0 (α > 90 • ) originate further down the flank, where the total heating is lower.
The quasi-parallel shock geometry near the Cluster 2 spacecraft (θ Bn = 158.1 • , M A = 6.3, and M ms = 6.1) presents quite a different scenario. Electrons with α < 90 • enter the magnetosheath very near to the spacecraft, and the distance travelled to reach the spacecraft from the bowshock is very small. This leads to a very small spread in bowshock crossing positions for α < 90 • electrons. Conversely, electrons with α > 90 • must travel large distances through the magnetosheath before they encounter the spacecraft, leading to a very large spread in crossing positions. In this geometry most electrons do not suffer the maximal heating at the bowshock nose, tending instead to originate at the flanks of the bowshock. Exceptions to this exist for electrons with α 45 • and low energies, which originate near the bowshock nose.
One important observation is that a significant overlap exists between bowshock crossing regions for electrons arriving at THEMIS b, and for electrons arriving at Cluster with α > 90 • . We may expect that the velocity distributions for these electrons measured by these spacecraft could show significant similarities, but only if the electrons travel more or less kinematically, that is, there is no significant influence due to effects such as instabilities. These distributions will be studied in Sect. 3.2.
THEMIS and Cluster electron distributions
In this subsection we study electron pitch angle distributions measured by Cluster, f C (E,α), and THEMIS b, f T (E,α). In particular we examine the distributions of electrons whose pitch angles and energy ranges suggest a common bowshock crossing point, based on the analysis shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 6 shows electron phase space distributions at a range of pitch angles α > 90 • , chosen to approximately match the pitch angles studied in Fig. 4 for both Cluster 2 and THEMIS b. We see that the distributions measured by both spacecraft match quite closely. Since these electrons have similar crossing points, it follows that trajectories reaching Cluster 2 pass close to THEMIS b. The similarity of the THEMIS and Cluster electron distributions therefore suggests that the electrons travel more or less kinematically across the magnetosheath, and that no significant heating of the electrons has taken place during their travel.
Crossing points for electrons with α ∼ 90 • are displayed in Fig. 4c . Here, both v > 0 and v < 0 electrons reaching Cluster originate from very similar spots on the bowshock. This is due to the increase in magnetic field strength along the field line close to Cluster which causes magnetic mirroring of the electrons, which then stream back towards the spacecraft with a reversed pitch angle α → 180 • − α. Therefore, one can expect to find that
when α is close to 90 • . Such symmetric distributions are observed for Cluster 2 in Fig. 6c , in which both traces for Cluster 2 lie almost on top of each other. The traces observed by THEMIS b also show a large degree of symmetry in Fig. 6c . As may be seen in that panel, and as is commonly found in the magnetosheath, distributions of electrons with α ≈ 90 • tend to be smoother and than for other pitch angles. We therefore conclude that electron heating information is not well retained for electron distributions where α ≈ 90 • .
Comparison of Rankine-Hugoniot predictions with spacecraft data
In this subsection we look in more detail at the relationship between the electron distributions observed by the spacecraft and the Rankine-Hugoniot total heating requirements at the locations where the electrons crossed the bowshock. We immediately see that the distribution measured by THEMIS b is highly asymmetric for pitch angles far from 90 • . This feature is easily understood in a qualitative sense simply by referring to Fig. 4 . Figure 8 shows shock parameters and predictions of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations calculated on the cut of the bowshock surface displayed in Fig. 4 . The predicted downstream total temperature is clearly greater by a factor of ∼2 at the nose than on the flanks. The temperature of crossing points can be seen by comparing the y-coordinates in Fig. 4 with the horizontal axis in this figure. We find that electrons reaching THEMIS b with α < 90 • originate from locations close to the bowshock nose where total heating is greatest, so we expect the source distribution of these electrons to be hotter than the source of the α > 90 • pitch angle electrons. This provides a qualitative explanation for the asymmetric distributions observed by THEMIS b. Below we discuss the influence of M A in Eq. (2) on the fraction of total heating taken up by the electrons.
In order to assess the contributions made to the electron temperature by electrons arriving from different crossing locations we define the following quantities, which measure the contribution of particles of pitch angle α to the parallel and perpendicular temperature: δT (α) = 2π m e n e k B sinαcos 2 α δα
and
where m e is the electron mass, n e is the number density, and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Integrating Eqs. (4) and (5) over α therefore gives T and T ⊥ , respectively. We define T ± by integrating δT (α) from α = 0 • to 90 • (+ sign), or from 90 • to 180 • (− sign), with T ⊥± defined in an analogous way. Partial temperatures calculated in this manner are contained in Table 1 , and plots of δT and δT ⊥ are displayed in Fig. 9 . The asymmetry is immediately obvious for THEMIS b, with T + > T − being particularly strong. An opposite, but weaker asymmetry is seen in T for Cluster 2. Similar, opposite asymmetries for T ⊥ are evident in Fig. 9 , although these are weaker still. Table 2 shows the bulk temperature predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations at bowshock crossing locations for electrons which reach the spacecraft with energy E and α = 35 • and 145 • , (since electrons with pitch angles around these values contribute most to T , as may be seen from Fig. 9 ) along with M A . The Rankine-Hugoniot relations do not treat electron and ion species separately, so we have T RH = T i + T e , which relates the Rankine-Hugoniot, ion and electron temperatures. The expected electron heating may be found using T RH and M A using Eq. (2). We can therefore assess the electron heating dependencies by comparing ratios of T e (E,α) at different crossing locations, or equivalently different energies and pitch angles (cf. Fig. 4 ) with ratios of T + and T − . Specifically, we compare the ratio T + /T − (last column in Table 1) with T e (E,45 • )/T e (135 • ) ( Table 2 ), finding that for low energies these values match well.
To predict the asymmetry T + /T − using this method clearly one must carefully consider the contribution made by electrons originating from many bowshock crossing points. A simple estimate is made here by taking the average of the ratios T e (E,45 • )/T e (E,135 • ) for the first four energy values listed in Table 2 . For THEMIS b the average is 1.24, which compares reasonably well with the observed total and parallel asymmetries of 1.24 and 1.36. This origin of this asymmetry can be clearly observed in Fig. 7a and b, where the electrons observed by THEMIS b extend further on the right side of the panel (corresponding to α < 90 • ) than on the left. The average ratio T e (E,45 • )/T e (E,135 • ) for Cluster 2 is 0.97, with the observed total and parallel asymmetries 0.93 and 0.88. These asymmetries compare very favourably, and suggest that electron distributions retain much of the electron heating information from the electrons' bowshock crossing locations.
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The simultaneous positioning of both Cluster and THEMIS b near to the Earth's bowshock, but widely separated from each other, along with a favourable orientation of the interplanetary magnetic field, has enabled us to study the manner in which magnetosheath electron distributions observed even close to the bowshock are a convolution of populations arriving from distant locations on the bowshock. Since the electron and ion heating are coupled through the local RankineHugoniot requirements and dependent upon, for example, the local cross shock potential, the imprint of distant locations on the electron populations on the electron population renders the bowshock heating a global problem. Distributions of incoming electron measured very close to the bowshock might be expected to be affected by heating at one very small region of the shock. However, out-going electrons are heated at distant bowshock locations. These electrons could plausibly affect the heating at the bowshock location where they exit the magnetosheath (e.g. by influencing the cross shock potential). This electron "cross-talk" may therefore render heating at the bowshock to be a global problem, rather than being influenced only by the local upstream conditions and shock geometry. We find that velocity distributions of electrons which crossed the bowshock at closely spaced points on the bowshock show strong similarities when viewed from either the Cluster or THEMIS spacecraft. This is despite the fact that such electrons must travel large distances of ∼30 R E between these two spacecraft. We may therefore conclude that electrons travel somewhat kinematically within the bowshock, and that the electron distributions do not undergo major changes while travelling across the magnetosheath. Note that this may not be the case deeper in the magnetosheath.
We also studied the asymmetry of electron distributions, and compared them with the local Rankine-Hugoniot relations at the locations where the electrons first crossed the bowshock. We find that electrons travelling in opposite directions relative to the magnetic field often originate from widely separated positions on the bowshock, where the Rankine-Hugoniot total heating may differ by a factor of ∼2. We then compared the ratio of the predicted electron temperatures at crossing locations, determined using Eq. (2) with T RH and M A , for electrons with positive and negative v with ratio of the temperatures calculated using electrons with positive and negative v . We find that these ratios match closely for both spacecraft, especially when examining the heating at crossing points for low energy electrons. At higher energies however this ratio tends to move away from 1, as the crossing points move down the flank with increasing energy. This remarkable match between the the ratio of the forward and backward moving electrons and the Rankine Hugoniot temperatures suggests that the electron distributions retain a memory of their various crossing locations, and the heating at those points, even though such electrons may have travelled very large distances. Furthermore, moments of the the electron distribution, such as the temperature, depend on shock properties at widely separated points, and as such are dependent on global bowshock properties.
This has a number of implications for electron heating at shocks. Because electrons retain a memory of the heating at their widely spaced crossing locations we conclude that the electron temperature, and in particular the parallel temperature, are affected by conditions over large areas of the shock surface. The perpendicular temperature is likely to be less affected since it is dominated by electrons with small v that may undergo magnetic mirroring multiple times meaning that their trajectories follow the bulk plasma flow more closely than electrons with larger |v |. Furthermore, the contribution to the temperature of these electrons is proportional to the temperature predicted by the Rankine-Hugoniot relations at the electrons' crossing locations. This implies that in order to determine the partition of energy in heating the various species one must take into account the potentially large differences in heating experienced by electrons at any location in the magnetosheath, since this heating will depend strongly upon the electrons' energies and pitch angles.
Some remaining issues include the effects of internal magnetosheath processes, such as wave-particle instabilities. We note here that the electron trajectories follow closely the magnetosheath magnetic field lines, which here are close to the shock surface. Although such effects are shown to be small here it seems likely that deeper inside the sheath such effects may become more important. Furthermore, high energy electrons tend to travel much further inside the sheath due to their more distant crossing locations. These electrons may also be subject to instabilities and other effects. This may account for the temperature ratios diverging from 1 at higher energies.
